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ABSTRACT
We show that non-magnetic models for the evolution of pre-main-sequence (PMS) stars can-
not simultaneously describe the colour-magnitude diagram (CMD) and the pattern of lithium
depletion seen in the cluster of young, low-mass stars surrounding γ2 Velorum. The age of
7.5 ± 1Myr inferred from the CMD is much younger than that implied by the strong Li de-
pletion seen in the cluster M-dwarfs and the Li depletion occurs at much redder colours than
predicted. The epoch at which a star of a given mass depletes its Li and the surface temper-
ature of that star are both dependent on its radius. We demonstrate that if the low-mass stars
have radii ∼ 10 per cent larger at a given mass and age, then both the CMD and Li depletion
pattern of the Gamma Vel cluster are explained at a common age of ≃ 18–21 Myr. This ra-
dius inflation could be produced by some combination of magnetic suppression of convection
and extensive cool starspots. Models that incorporate radius inflation suggest that PMS stars
similar to those in the Gamma Vel cluster, in the range 0.2 < M/M⊙ < 0.7, are at least
a factor of two older and ∼ 7 per cent cooler than previously thought and that their masses
are much larger (by > 30 per cent) than inferred from conventional, non-magnetic models in
the Hertzsprung-Russell diagram. Systematic changes of this size may be of great importance
in understanding the evolution of young stars, disc lifetimes and the formation of planetary
systems.
Key words: stars: magnetic fields; stars: low-mass – stars: evolution – stars: pre-main-
sequence – clusters and associations: general – starspots
⋆ r.d.jeffries@keele.ac.uk
1 INTRODUCTION
Precise measurements of main-sequence K- and M-dwarf radii in
eclipsing binaries have revealed alarming discrepancies between
theoretical models and observations. For a given mass, the abso-
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lute radii of stars with 0.2 < M/M⊙ < 0.8 can be ∼ 10 per
cent larger than predicted and hence, for a given luminosity, the
effective temperature is overestimated by∼ 5 per cent (e.g. Lopez-
Morales & Ribas 2005; Morales et al. 2009a,b; Torres 2013). Since
interferometric radii for nearby, slowly-rotating low-mass stars are
much closer to “standard”, non-magnetic evolutionary models (e.g.
Demory et al. 2009; Boyajian et al. 2012), it is possible that the
radius inflation of fast-rotating binary components is explained
by dynamo-generated magnetic activity (Morales, Ribas & Jordi
2008). The exact mechanism is debated, but could be magnetic
fields inhibiting convection throughout the star (Mullan & Mac-
Donald 2001; Feiden & Chaboyer 2013, 2014) or cool, magnetic
starspots that block outward flux at the stellar surface (MacDonald
& Mullan 2013; Jackson & Jeffries 2014b).
If magnetic activity is implicated in inflating radii, then the
same effect should also be present in low-mass pre main sequence
(PMS) and zero-age main sequence (ZAMS) stars, which are fre-
quently found to be as fast-rotating and magnetically active as the
tidally-locked components of older eclipsing binary systems. Be-
sides revealing an interesting new facet of the astrophysics of low-
mass stars, radius inflation in PMS stars would have important prac-
tical consequences. Models that include such inflation lead to sub-
stantial increases in both the ages and masses that would be inferred
from colour-magnitude diagrams (CMDs) and Hertzsprung-Russell
diagrams (HRDs; perhaps by factors of two or more – see Somers &
Pinsonneault 2015b; Feiden 2016), systematically affecting studies
of the star formation process and the early evolution of stars and
their planetary systems by altering the inferred timescales of im-
portant phases (Bell et al. 2013; Soderblom et al. 2014).
At present it is not possible to directly measure the masses,
radii and ages of young low-mass stars in order to compare them
with evolutionary models. However, it has been suggested that dis-
crepancies between masses, radii, temperatures and luminosities
in PMS binaries (Kraus et al. 2015. 2016), the lithium depletion
dispersion in PMS stars (Somers & Pinsonneault 2015a,b) and the
anomalous colours of PMS and ZAMS stars with respect to model
isochrones (Stauffer et al. 2003; Covey et al. 2016 and see Section
5), might be explained by radius inflation or magnetic activity. In-
direct evidence for enlarged stellar radii in young clusters, based on
the product of their rotation periods and projected equatorial veloc-
ities, supports this view (Jackson, Jeffries & Maxted 2009; Jackson
et al. 2016).
The Gaia-ESO spectroscopic survey of representative stellar
populations at the ESO Very Large Telescope (GES, Gilmore et
al. 2012; Randich & Gilmore 2013) includes observations of large,
unbiased samples of PMS stars in young clusters, hence providing
an important dataset to further investigate these issues. This paper
presents the results of a test, first suggested by Yee & Jensen (2010,
see also Feiden 2016 and Messina et al. 2016), that exploits the sen-
sitive mass and radius dependence of the onset of lithium depletion
in fully convective PMS stars. Using GES observations of lithium,
we find strong evidence for radius inflation in a large group of low-
mass PMS stars belonging to the Gamma Vel cluster (Jeffries et al.
2009). We show that standard, non-magnetic models fail to simul-
taneously describe the CMD and the pattern of lithium depletion,
but that a simple inflation of the radius at a given mass and age
could solve this problem.
2 THE GAMMA VEL CLUSTER AND NON-MAGNETIC
MODELS
The Gamma Vel cluster is a group of several hundred, low-mass
PMS stars and some tens of higher mass ZAMS stars, that are
spatially concentrated around the massive Wolf-Rayet binary sys-
tem γ2 Vel (Pozzo et al. 2000; Jeffries et al. 2009). The cluster
was one of the first targets for the GES; intermediate-resolution
(R ≃ 17 000) fibre spectroscopy in the cluster, taken with the Gi-
raffe spectrograph and HR15N grating (λλ 6444-6816A˚), has been
extensively described and analysed in Jeffries et al. (2014) and Pris-
inzano et al. (2016), establishing a kinematically coherent cluster of
low-mass PMS stars at an age of ∼ 10 Myr. The cluster appears to
have two kinematic components, separated by just 2 km s−1, that
are almost indistinguishable in terms of their positions in CMDs
and the lithium depletion seen among their low-mass members. No
distinction is made between these subgroups in this paper.
The intrinsic distance modulus and reddening to the Gamma
Vel cluster have been determined as 7.76 ± 0.07 mag and E(B −
V ) = 0.038±0.012 mag, from main-sequence fitting to the higher
mass population (Jeffries et al. 2009). This distance is consistent
with the wider Vela OB2 association, of which the Gamma Vel
cluster appears to be a part, and also with interferometric distances
to the γ2 Vel binary, which however appears to be younger than the
associated PMS stars. The metallicity of the cluster was found to
be [Fe/H]=−0.057±0.018 from GES high resolution spectra of its
solar-type stars (Spina et al. 2014).
The GES spectra were used by Jeffries et al. (2014) and Pris-
inzano et al. (2016) to confirm membership for > 200 low-mass
PMS stars with 12 < V < 19, corresponding approximately to
1.5 > M/M⊙ > 0.2 for an assumed age of 10 Myr. The cata-
logue and photometry of confirmed and probable members pub-
lished as table 5 in Prisinzano et al. (2016) is used here. The sam-
ple was restricted to those stars with radial velocities between 14
and 22 km s−1 and a reliable measurement of (or upper limit to) the
equivalent width of the Li I 6708A˚ line (EWLi), in order to reduce
the possibility of contamination to just a few out of the remain-
ing 198 stars. The absolute V magnitude vs (V − I)0 (Cousins
photometry) CMD for these stars is shown in Fig. 1a, corrected
for the distance modulus, an extinction AV = 0.13 and reddening
E(V − I) = 0.055 (assumed from scaling E(B − V )). Superim-
posed on the data are solar-composition isochrones taken from the
Baraffe et al. (2015, hereafter BHAC15) and the Dotter et al. (2008,
hereafter Dartmouth) models, The Dartmouth models were trans-
formed into colour-magnitude space with the relationships between
bolometric corrections and Teff implied by the BHAC15 models.
The new BHAC15 models, based on a revision of the BT-
Settl atmospheres and molecular linelists described by Allard
(2014), provides a much better description of the optical CMDs of
low-mass stars than previous evolutionary models. Fig. 1a shows
isochrones at 7.5, 14 and 30 Myr; there is almost no difference be-
tween the BHAC15 and Dartmouth isochrones and both provide an
excellent match across the entire data range at an age of≃ 7.5Myr,
estimated by minimising the median offset in V between data and
isochrones for the lowest 2/3 of the data points.1 The small un-
certainties in distance, reddening and placement of the isochrone
contribute to an age precision of just ∼ ±1 Myr.
1 About one third (e.g. Fischer & Marcy 1992) of the points in the CMD
will be unresolved multiple systems with high enough mass ratios to cause
them to be brighter and perhaps redder than their single siblings. Filtering
these out minimises their influence on the inferred age.
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Figure 1. The absolute magnitude versus intrinsic colour diagram and lithium depletion pattern in the Gamma Vel cluster. The left hand panel shows the
absolute V magnitude versus intrinsic (V − I)0 CMD for a set of members defined in Prisinzano et al. (2016). Overplotted are isochrones from the Baraffe
et al. (2015, solid) and Dotter et al. (2008, dashed) isochrones at 7.5 (diamonds), 14 (triangles) and 30 Myr (squares). A distance modulus of 7.76 mag,
AV = 0.13 mag and E(V − I) = 0.055 mag have been assumed. Mass points from 0.2M⊙ to 0.8M⊙ in 0.1M⊙ steps are indicated by the open symbols
on each isochrone. The right hand panel shows Li 6708A˚ equivalent width versus colour for the same cluster members, with predicted isochrones from the
same set of models and at the same ages as the left hand panel. The blue points in each plot mark possible unresolved binaries, chosen as the third of points
furthest away from the best-fitting isochrone in the CMD. The median uncertainty in EWLi is 15 mA˚. Downward pointing triangles indicate upper limits.
Figure 1b shows the same set of stars in a plot of equivalent
width of EWLi vs the V − I colour. The pattern of Li abundance
and therefore EWLi as a function of temperature or equivalently,
colour, is a sensitive function of mass and age in young low-mass
stars. In contracting, fully convective PMS stars, photospheric de-
pletion commences when the centre reaches Li-burning temper-
atures (> 3 × 106 K) and convection rapidly mixes Li-depleted
material to the surface (e.g. Bildsten et al. 1997). The virial theo-
rem tells us that Li-burning starts when the mass-to-radius ratio in-
creases to a critical value (Jackson & Jeffries 2014a); models with
solar metallicity suggest that in a coeval group of stars, Li-burning
should commence first in ≃ 0.5M⊙ stars at ≃ 5Myr, extend to a
narrow range of higher and lower mass stars over the next 20 Myr,
followed by complete depletion for stars < 0.6M⊙ by 120 Myr
(e.g. see Fig. 2b).
In Gamma Vel the observational data show a rise from a small
EWLi in the hotter stars towards a plateau at V − I ≃ 2, but with a
clear Li depletion “dip” centered at V −I = 2.7±0.2. There∼ 20
stars at the bottom of this dip that have EWLi< 100 mA˚, and which
must have depleted their lithium by more than 3 orders of magni-
tude according to curves of growth for EWLi (see below). Super-
imposed on the data we show Li depletion isochrones predicted by
the same models shown in Fig. 1a. The Li depletion factors pre-
dicted by these models have been converted from Li abundances
into EWLi assuming an initial Li abundance of A(Li0) = 3.3
and by folding the predicted A(Li), Teff coordinates at each mass
and age through LTE curves of growth for the Li I 6708A˚ fea-
ture, defined by Soderblom et al. (1993) for Teff > 4200K and
by Zapatero-Osorio et al. (2002) for Teff < 4200K.2 The colours
are from the models as for Fig. 1b and reddening has been applied.
2 The predicted EWLi for a given Li abundance and Teff from the
Both sets of models (BHAC15 and Dartmouth) are quite simi-
lar and cannot fit the Li depletion data at all. At the age of 7.5 Myr
implied by the CMD there is far too little Li depletion (by orders
of magnitude in Li abundance and factors of several in EWLi). An
age of > 14 Myr is needed to provide the required Li depletion,
but this would still occur at colours that are far too blue by > 0.5
mag. Only a small part of this age discrepancy could be explained
by unresolved binarity making some of the Gamma Vel stars red-
der – the most likely candidate binaries, those well above the 7.5
Myr isochrone in Fig. 1a, are indicated. In Appendix A (see Fig. A1
a,b) it is shown that exactly the same result is arrived at from the
V vs V − K CMD and EWLi vs V − K diagram. Neither can
the additional Li depletion be explained by an anomalous metallic-
ity. Although Li depletion is metallicity sensitive, in the sense that
greater depletion is expected in more metal-rich stars of a given
mass, Spina et al. (2014) have established that the metallicity of the
Gamma Vel cluster is slightly subsolar (see the Introduction).
In summary, the most commonly used, contemporary low-
mass stellar evolution models are unable to simultaneously describe
the CMD and Li depletion pattern of PMS stars in the Gamma Vel
cluster.
3 MODELS WITH INFLATED RADII
If stars of a given mass and age have larger radii and cooler Teff
than predicted by the standard models, then their central tempera-
tures will be lower and their Li depletion will be delayed; however
that depletion will occur in stars with redder colours. This, along
Zapatero-Osorio et al. estimates are within 10 per cent of those indepen-
dently calculated by Palla et al. (2005) at Teff 6 3600K.
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with the context described in the Introduction, leads to considera-
tion of whether radius inflation could solve the problem identified
in Section 2.
The BHAC15 models predict that stars with M < 0.7M⊙,
deplete their lithium whilst descending near-vertical, fully-
convective Hayashi tracks in the HRD; the luminosity of the star
results principally from the release of gravitational energy. In this
case a simple polytropic model may be used to investigate the ef-
fects of reduced heat transfer in the surface layers of a star on the
evolution of stellar radius, luminosity and Li abundance. As dis-
cussed in the Introduction, a number of authors have experimented
with evolutionary models that incorporate the effects of rapid ro-
tation and magnetic fields, either in the form of inhibited convec-
tion throughout the star, or the blocking of flux at the surface by
cool starspots. It is well known that low-mass PMS stars (includ-
ing those in Gamma Vel) do rotate rapidly and show high levels
of magnetic activity (Frasca et al. 2015). Here, we remain agnostic
about which, if any, of these mechanisms might be effective in low-
mass PMS stars, but hypothesise that something causes them to be
larger at a given mass and age by reducing the radiative flux at the
surface.
Jackson and Jeffries (2014a) considered the effect of starspots
reducing the luminosity of PMS stars by a factor (1−β) relative to
the luminosity of an unspotted star at the temperature of the unspot-
ted photosphere. Equations 2 and 3 of that paper show that the ef-
fect of starspots is to reduce the luminosity, L whilst increasing the
radius, R of a star relative to an unspotted star of similar mass M
and age t such that:[
R
R0
]
M
∝ (1− β)−Dt−D , (1)
[
L
L0
]
M
∝ (1− β)DtD−1 , (2)
where D = (A − 4)/(3A − 4) and A = ∂ logL/∂ log Teff at
fixed mass. For near-vertical Hayashi tracks A is very large and the
exponent D ≃ 1/3, i.e. the radius at a given age increases with spot
coverage as (1 − β)−1/3, while the luminosity decreases in equal
proportion. It follows that, for a fixed mass, the age at which the
central temperature (∝M/R) reaches the ignition point of lithium
(see Bildsten et al. 1997) is increased by a factor (1− β)−1.
Whilst this model of reduced heat transfer at the stellar surface
was used to investigate the effect of starspots it can equally be used
to model other effects that inflate stars on Hayashi tracks at a given
M and t. Specifically, it can approximately represent the effects of
reducing the efficiency of convective heat transfer due to interior
magnetic fields or some other reduction in the convective mixing
length provided that the majority of the star remains adiabatic. This
is expected to be true for young PMS stars, since super-adiabatic
layers are limited to quite close to the stellar surface (see fig. 10
in Feiden & Chaboyer 2014). In this case β is simply related to
the relative increase in radius, R/R0 at fixed M and t as β =
1− (R/R0)
−3
, i.e. a 10 per cent increase in radius corresponds to
β = 0.25.
In Fig. 2a we show how this polytropic model modifies the
BHAC15 isochrones and the positions of stars of a given mass in
the HRD for β = 0.25. The inflated models are calculated for
masses 0.2 < M/M⊙ < 0.8 where the stars are (almost) fully
convective at the ages considered here. Stars of a given mass and
age become slightly less luminous and significantly cooler. As a
result, any age inferred from matching these models to data in the
CMD would be significantly older and a mass estimated from po-
sition in the HRD would be larger than estimated from standard
models.
In Fig. 2b we show how the same polytropic model affects
isochrones in the Li abundance-Teff plane. These are calculated by
assuming that the same relationship between M/R (and hence cen-
tral temperature) and Li depletion holds for both standard and in-
flated models. Inflation increases the radius at a given mass and
age and hence decreases the central temperature. A star of a given
mass takes longer to reach the Li-burning stage, but has a cooler
Teff when it does so. The result is less Li depletion at a given age,
but the centre of the “Li-dip” becomes cooler by ∼ 300K.
4 COMPARISON OF MODELS WITH INFLATED RADII
TO THE GAMMA VEL CLUSTER
Whilst the relationship between β, radius inflation and Li de-
pletion is to first order independent of whether the inflation is
caused by starspots or something else, the consequent appearance
of the star is not. The effective temperature is reduced by a fac-
tor (1 − β)1/4. For a star with uniform surface temperature, the
effect on V and V − I is calculated straightforwardly using the re-
lationships between luminosity, temperature, absolute magnitudes
and colours implied by the BHAC15 models (ignoring the small
gravity change). For spotted stars the light comes from both spot-
ted and unspotted regions. The magnitudes and colours will depend
on β and the ratio of the temperatures of the spotted and immacu-
late photosphere. The procedure for calculating this is described in
Appendix B.
In Figs. 3a,b inflated (by 10 per cent at a given mass and age)
versions of isochrones from the BHAC15 and Dartmouth models
are compared with the Gamma Vel cluster data. The distance mod-
ulus and reddening are as described in Section 2. Li abundances
are converted to EWLi using the same curves of growth described
in Section 2. Figure 3a shows that for 10 per cent inflation, an 18-21
Myr isochrone is now an excellent match to the CMD using either
the inflated BHAC15 or inflated Dartmouth models. This is signif-
icantly older than found in Section 2 because stars of a given mass
and age are cooler in the inflated models. Figure 3b shows 18 and
21 Myr Li depletion isochrones for these inflated models, illustrat-
ing how extremely age-dependent the Li depletion is at this epoch.
A ∼ 20 Myr isochrone is now a much better fit, both to the depth
and location of the Li-dip in the Gamma Vel data, than was seen in
Fig. 1b. The inflated BHAC15 and Dartmouth models are similar in
terms of predicted Li-dip depth, but the inflated Dartmouth models
fare slightly worse in that the colour of their predicted Li-dip is still
slightly blueward of the observations. There is no a priori reason
to suppose that one β is appropriate for stars at all masses, but a
uniform value does seem to work reasonably well.
Uncertainties on the required values of β and consequent ages
were estimated in the following way. The required age was deter-
mined from the EWLi-colour plot. An initial β value was chosen,
which defined a narrow range of isochrones that provided a mini-
mum in EWLi somewhere between 300mA˚ and undetectable. The
centre of this age range in turn defines a new β value (and hence
level of radius inflation) that will provide a match to the CMD using
the same procedure used to define the CMD age in Section 2. This
procedure is then iterated using the new β value and converges on
the parameters and age ranges shown in Table 1. The colour of the
Li-dip is not used as a fitting criterion. The finite precision of the
age estimate inferred from the non-magnetic models (7.5± 1 Myr)
formally gives an uncertainty of ±0.04 in the final β estimates, but
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Figure 2. The effects of a 10 per cent radius inflation (β = 0.25). The left hand panel shows isochrones in the Hertzsprung-Russell diagram from the BHAC15
model at 7.5 (diamonds), 14 (triangles) and 19 Myr (squares). The blue dashed lines show the same isochrones, modified for the effects of radius inflation.
Mass points from 0.2M⊙ to 0.8M⊙ in 0.1M⊙ steps are indicated by the open symbolds on each isochrone. A set of black dotted lines indicate (for the 19
Myr isochrone) how the effects of inflation modify each mass point. The inflated 19 Myr isochrone lies very close to the 7.5 Myr BHAC15 isochrone. The
right hand panel shows the same isochrones in the Li abundance versus Teff plane. These diagrams illustrate that for a given mass and age, the effect of radius
inflation is to reduce the luminosity, lower the surface temperature and reduce the amount of Li depletion.
Table 1. Best fitting ages for inflated models
Type of βa Radius Temperature Spot Age
model inflationb ratioc coveraged (Myr)
Uniform 0.25 10% 0.93 – 18–21
Spots 0.30 13% 0.90 0.87 19–22
Spots 0.41 19% 0.85 0.86 23–26
Spots 0.51 27% 0.80 0.86 28–32
a The fraction of flux blocked at the surface.
b The level of inflation compared to non-magnetic models.
c For uniform models this is the ratio of Teff to the Teff of an uninflated
star of the same mass. For the spotted models this is the ratio of spotted
to unspotted temperatures Tsp/Ts – see Appendix B.
d The surface coverage fraction of cooler spots.
leads to only an additional 1 Myr uncertainty in the age (which is
ignored).
Figures 3a,b also show equivalent isochrones at 18 and 21 Myr
predicted by the “magnetic Dartmouth models” described in Fei-
den & Chaboyer (2014) and Feiden (2016). These implement mag-
netic inhibition of convection constrained by a boundary condition
of an average 2.5 kG equipartition field at the stellar surface. At
a given mass, and an age of ∼ 20Myr, these models predict that
stars are inflated by between 12 per cent at 0.8M⊙ and 7 per cent
at 0.2M⊙. These models are quite close to our simple polytropic
models in the CMD, but are too blue at the lowest masses. In the
EWLi versus colour diagram, the depth and colour of the Li-dip are
similar to our simple models in Fig. 3b, perhaps providing a worse
fit to the Gamma Vel data on the red (low-mass) side of the Li-dip,
but a better fit on the blue side. The former discrepancy is likely
due to the lower level of inflation at lower masses than assumed in
our best fitting uniform temperature and β polytropic models. The
latter is because at∼ 20Myr, the magnetic Dartmouth models have
a small radiative core at M > 0.6M⊙ , meaning that the base of the
convection zone is cooler than the core; this reduces the amount
of photospheric Li depletion over our simple fully convective poly-
tropic approximation, better matching the data.
The models shown in Figs. 3a,b assume that the inflated stars
have a uniform surface temperature, but the polytropic model can
equally describe inflation due to dark starspots (see Section 2). We
find that the reddening of the isochrones is maximised for the case
of a uniform temperature; spotted models produce a smaller red-
ward shift for the same β and level of inflation. This means that if
the radius inflation is caused by spots then agreement between the
CMD age and lithium depletion ages requires a larger β, more ra-
dius inflation and older ages than for a uniform temperature reduc-
tion. Consequently, spotted models require a very large spot cover-
age if they are to be the sole cause of the radius inflation. Results
for uniform temperature reductions and spotted models are sum-
marised in Table 1, and Figs. 3c,d show examples of inflated mod-
els that match the CMD and Li depletion pattern for an assumed
spot temperature ratio of Tsp/Ts = 0.85 (see Appendix B).
5 DISCUSSION
In Section 2 we showed that the most commonly used evolutionary
models cannot simultaneously describe the CMD and Li depletion
pattern of the Gamma Vel cluster at a common age. Ages based on
Li appear to be much older, though we note that these models do not
describe Li depletion at any age, because they predict Li depletion
occuring at much bluer colours than observed. Based on what is
known about the radii of magnetically active stars in eclipsing low-
mass binaries, it is natural to seek a resolution in terms of modify-
ing the mass-radius relationship at low-masses. Figures 3 and A1
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Figure 3. The absolute magnitude versus intrinsic colour diagram and lithium depletion pattern in the Gamma Vel cluster (same data and symbol colour
meaning as for Fig. 1) compared with isochrones at 18 and 21 Myr modified by radius inflation, with mass points from 0.2M⊙ to 0.8M⊙ indicated by open
symbols. Panels (a) and (b) refer to the uniform temperature radius inflation with β = 0.25, while panels (c) and (d) are similar diagrams for a spotted model
with β = 0.41 and a spotted to unspotted temperature ratio of 0.85. Black solid lines and black short-dashed lines (almost coincident with the black solid
lines in panels (a) and (c) and hence not visible) are BHAC15 and Dartmouth isochrones modified by inflation according to the polytropic model described in
Section 3 at the ages indicated in the plots. In panels (a) and (b) the blue dashed lines shows 18 and 21 Myr isochrones from the magnetic Dartmouth models.
show that a resolution is possible if the radii of stars are inflated
with respect to standard models by about 10 per cent at a given
mass and age. The results of a simple polytropic model are in re-
markably good agreement with the “magnetic” Dartmouth models
of Feiden & Chaboyer (2014) for M 6 0.6M⊙, which show sim-
ilar levels of inflation and are also a reasonable match to the data.
Starspots could also be responsible for radius inflation. Our mod-
elling (see Table 1) suggests that if they were to be the sole cause
of the discrepancy between HRD/CMD ages and Li-depletion ages,
then this would require significantly more radius inflation and an
unrealistically high level of spot coverage – spot modulation and
doppler imaging can give only lower limits to spot coverage, but
modelling of TiO bands in the spectra of magnetically active stars
suggets 50 per cent coverage may be possible (e.g. O’Neal et al.
2004 and extensive discussion in Jackson & Jeffries 2014b). In re-
ality, these active stellar photospheres are more likely to feature a
distribution of temperatures rather than the simple uniform or bi-
modal extremes assumed by our models and the radius inflation
would be due to a combination of magnetically moderated effects.
Yee & Jensen (2010, see also Malo et al. 2014) noted a quan-
titatively similar discrepancy between ages from the HRD and ages
inferred from Li depletion for stars in the young Beta Pic moving
group. They also suggested that radius inflation might be a way
to resolve the difference, noting that inflation would increase ages
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from the HRD and would shift Li depletion to cooler Teff . How-
ever, they suggested that inferred ages from Li depletion would
be reduced by radius inflation. In fact as we have shown here,
and has also been demonstrated by Jackson & Jeffries (2014a) and
Somers & Pinsonneault (2014, 2015a), radius inflation delays the
onset of Li depletion leading to older inferred ages. As a result,
the ages from the CMD/HRD and Li-depletion can only be rec-
onciled at ages at least a factor of two older than inferred from
the CMD/HRD using standard models. This assumes that the infla-
tionary factors were already in place prior to commencement of Li
burning. If magnetic activity is the culprit then this seems reason-
able, since high levels of magnetic activity are ubiquitously seen in
much younger PMS stars than those considered here.
Almost identical conclusions were reached for the Beta Pic
group by Messina et al. (2016). They showed that a version of the
magnetic Dartmouth models was able to describe the CMD and
Li-depletion patterns at a common age of 25 ± 3 Myr. This is en-
tirely consistent with our analysis and age of 18-21 Myr for the
Gamma Vel cluster using similar models – an empirical comparison
of the Li depletion patterns in the two datasets (compare Fig. A1
with fig. 1 from Messina et al.) shows that Gamma Vel is definitely
younger than Beta Pic; the lithium-dip is much wider in Beta Pic
(by about 0.5 mag in V − K), and extends to significantly bluer
colours. However, given the extreme age sensitivity of Li depletion,
an age difference of a few Myr is all that is required.
Radius inflation due to magnetic activity has the capacity
to explain a number of observational puzzles that have emerged
in recent years concerning young stars. The increase in age that
would follow from using models with radius inflation solves a
long-standing discrepancy between the ages derived from the
HRD/CMD of low-mass PMS stars using standard models and the
considerably older ages determined using the ZAMS turn-on or
nuclear turn-off ages from higher mass stars with little magnetic
activity (e.g. Naylor 2009; Pecaut et al. 2012). Bell et al. (2013)
found that by adopting empirical relationships between bolometric
correction and colour derived using a fiducial sequence of (magnet-
ically active) ZAMS stars in the Pleiades cluster, they could bring
the ages derived from high- and low-mass stars in young clusters
into agreement. The empirical modification to the bolometric cor-
rections is equivalent to changing the radius of the low-mass stars
at a given Teff . More recently, Feiden (2016) showed that the mag-
netic Dartmouth models (discussed in Section 3) inflated the radii
and increased the derived ages of low-mass PMS stars in the Upper
Sco association by a factor of two, bringing them into agreement
with ages determined from higher mass stars.
The large age increases suggested here apply to young clus-
ters for which the age has been previously determined using
isochronal fits to their low-mass PMS stars. Ages derived from
the “lithium depletion boundary” (LDB) – the luminosity below
which Li remains unburned in the low-mass stars of clusters with
ages from 20–130 Myr (e.g. Bildsten et al. 1997), will be consid-
erably less affected. LDB ages have been proposed as the most
model-independent of age determination methods in young clus-
ters (Soderblom et al. 2014) and indeed Jackson & Jeffries (2014a)
showed that these ages are only increased by ∼ (1 − β)−0.5 due
to magnetically inflated radii. Thus a 10 per cent radius inflation
requiring β = 0.25 would increase the determined LDB age by
just 15 per cent. For example Binks & Jeffries (2016) showed that
adopting the inflated Dartmouth magnetic models discussed here
increased the LDB age of the Beta Pic moving group from 21 Myr
to 24 Myr.
There are also discrepancies between model predictions and
the measured radii and masses for low-mass PMS and ZAMS
eclipsing binary systems in clusters and associations (Kraus et al.
2015, 2016; David et al. 2016; Sandberg Lacy et al. 2016). On the
basis of position in the HRD, evolutionary models predict masses
that are too low and ages that are much younger than suggested
by higher mass stars in the same clusters/systems. Similarly, the
dynamical masses of astrometric PMS binaries are higher than
implied by their measured luminosities and standard evolutionary
models (Hillenbrand & White 2004; Azulay et al. 2015; Rizzuto et
al. 2016). Figure 2a demonstrates that these phenomena would be
expected if stars were inflated by ∼ 10 per cent with respect to the
standard evolutionary models – Teff is reduced by 7 per cent, in-
ferred ages are increased by a factor of > 2, whilst masses inferred
from the HRD/CMD are almost doubled at the lowest masses con-
sidered here (from 0.2M⊙ to ∼ 0.35M⊙), with a smaller effect
at higher masses (from 0.6M⊙ to ∼ 0.8M⊙). If masses were esti-
mated from luminosities (or absolute magnitudes), the effect would
be much smaller.
Finally, an explanation of the well known issue of a rotation-
dependent dispersion of Li abundance at a given Teff in ZAMS stars
(e.g. Soderblom et al. 1993; Barrado et al. 2016) has been proposed
by Somers & Pinsonneault (2014, 2015a,b), which assumes that
stars have radii that are inflated by differing amounts depending on
their level of rotation and magnetic activity. This leads to differing
levels of Li depletion, as explained in Section 3, and a dispersion in
Li abundances at the ZAMS that was imprinted during PMS evo-
lution. This dispersion is important because it illustrates the need
for a solution that can vary from star-to-star, rather than a global
change to evolutionary models that would affect all stars of the
same mass equally. For instance, similar radius inflation could be
produced by artificially reducing the convective efficiency or alter-
ing the adopted relationship between temperature and optical depth
in the atmosphere (Chen et al. 2014), but this could not explain any
dispersion in stellar properties.
A considerable dispersion in EWLi at V − I ∼ 2.7 ± 0.2 is
present in the Gamma Vel data and cannot be explained by uncer-
tainties in EWLi alone3. The presence of stars with undetectable
levels of Li can also not be explained in terms of contamination
by non-members; there are too many with a radial velocity close
to the cluster centroid and all have some secondary indication of a
youthful nature – see Prisinzano et al. (2016) for details. If this dis-
persion were present at a given Teff or colour, it would favour an
explanation in terms of differences in β caused by differing mag-
netic activity levels or rotation rates from star-to-star. Here, the sim-
plified assumption has been made of a single value of β across the
mass range, which could perhaps be justified in terms of the consis-
tent (saturated) levels of chromospheric activity exhibited by PMS
stars in Gamma Vel despite a spread in rotation rates (see Frasca et
al. 2015). On the other hand, it is uncertain how closely the levels
of spot coverage or interior magnetic field strengths are correlated
with chromospheric activity – a Li-depletion-rotation connection
has recently been identified in the similar PMS stars of NGC 2264
(age 5–10 Myr) by Bouvier et al. (2016). Attempts to investigate
this in Gamma Vel are hampered by a lack of rotation period data
and by both intrinsic and measurement uncertainties. Photomet-
ric precision, variability, small reddening differences, differences
in the spot coverage when the photometry was performed, the pres-
ence of unresolved binary companions and the possibility of a small
3 The median uncertainty in EWLi is 15 mA˚, see fig. 5 in Prisinzano et al.
(2016)
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age spread in the population (see Jeffries et al. 2014) can all con-
tribute to a scatter in V − I and EWLi that could obscure any re-
lationship between Li depletion and rotation/activity over such a
narrow Li-dip. The nature of the EWLi dispersion in Gamma Vel
and in other young clusters observed by GES is deferred to another
paper.
A remaining puzzle is the status of the massive binary γ2 Vel,
which appears to be at the centre of the cluster. According to cal-
culations by Eldridge (2009), the binary has an age of 5.5± 1Myr.
This age discrepancy between the γ2 Vel and the PMS star sur-
rounding it was already noted by Jeffries et al. (2009, 2014). The
introduction of inflated models for the PMS stars makes the dis-
crepancy larger. Data from the Gaia satellite should ultimately set-
tle whether γ2 Vel and the lower mass stars are physically related
or are merely a line of sight coincidence.
6 SUMMARY
The colour magnitude diagram of low-mass PMS stars in the
Gamma Vel cluster is well-fitted with isochrones from the most
commonly used evolutionary models at an age of 7.5±1 Myr. How-
ever, the same models cannot explain the pattern of Li depletion in
the same stars at the same age - there is too little Li depletion and it
occurs at colours that are too blue. A simple polytropic model that
simulates the effects of starspots or magnetic fields in inhibiting
the radiative flux at the surface of a fully convective star is used to
modify the evolutionary models, showing that stars become larger,
less luminous and cooler at the same mass and age. These revised
models are able to simultaneously fit the CMD and the Li depletion
pattern – at a significantly increased age of 18–21 Myr if radii are
inflated by 10 per cent and the surface temperatures are uniform, or
at even older ages if the radii are solely inflated due to a very large
covering fraction of cool starspots. These conclusions are very sim-
ilar to those arrived at by Messina et al. (2016) who performed a
combined analysis of the CMD and Li depletion pattern for stars in
the slightly older Beta Pic moving group.
The inflation of radii by magnetic activity has the capacity
to resolve a number of astrophysical problems for low mass PMS
stars, including: discrepancies between measured masses, radii, lu-
minosities and temperatures of PMS binary systems; discrepancies
between the ages determined from the HRD/CMD for low-mass
PMS stars and their higher mass siblings; and the patterns and dis-
persion of Li depletion seen among low-mass PMS and ZAMS
stars. This scenario would require an increase in the timescales of
PMS evolution of at least a factor of two, and since observational
constraints on timescales for the evolution of circumstellar disks
and planetary formation are keyed in to these PMS timescales, they
would have to be revised upwards by a similar factor. In addition,
the estimation of stellar masses from positions in the CMD/HRD
would be significantly affected. PMS stars that are inflated by mag-
netic activity would have masses that are larger than implied by
standard evolutionary models.
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APPENDIX A: THE V −K COLOUR
The main plots and conclusions of the paper have been checked
using the V −K colour in addition to V − I . The equivalents to
Figs. 1 and 3a,c are shown in Fig. A1. The K magnitudes here are
on the 2MASS system (from Skrutskie et al. 2006) and the model
V −K colours on the CIT system were transformed to the 2MASS
system by subtracting 0.024 mag (Carpenter 2001). The isochrones
shown are not fitted but placed at the same ages that are discussed
in the main text for the V − I isochrones. The reader can readily
see that the problem outlined in Section 2 is also apparent when
using V − K; Figs. A1a,b show that an age of 7.5 Myr fits the
CMD (though a slightly younger age might be better), but the same
(or any older) isochrone in the EWLi vs V − K does not match
the data. Applying the same 10 per cent level of inflation to the
BHAC15 and Dartmouth models at a given mass yields the solid
and dotted isochrones plotted in Figs. A1c,d which provide an ac-
ceptable fit to both diagrams at an age of ∼ 20Myr. The magnetic
Dartmouth models yield an inferior fit at this age, being too blue
at lower masses, but qualitatively address the problem in the same
way.
APPENDIX B: THE EFFECT OF STARSPOTS ON
MAGNITUDE, COLOUR AND LITHIUM EQUIVALENT
WIDTH
A simple two-temperature model is used to determine the effect of
starspots on the observable properties of spotted stars (see Jack-
son & Jeffries 2014b). Starspots affect the magnitude and colour of
stars on the Hayashi track in two ways;
• There is a small increase in the temperature of the unspotted
photosphere of the spotted star, Ts relative to that of an unspotted
star, Tu of the same mass and age. From Eqs. (1) & (2)
(Ts/Tu)M,t = (1− β)
−(3D−1)/4 . (B1)
In practice D ∼ 1/3, so Ts is only slightly larger than Tu.
• There is also a contribution to the observed stellar flux from
the spotted area of the photosphere that always makes the star ap-
pear redder. The relative magnitude of this contribution depends on
the spot temperature Tsp and the fraction of the surface covered by
starspots, γ = β/(1− T 4sp/T 4s )
The V -band flux is the sum of the flux from the unspotted surface of
area (1−γ)4piR2 and temperature Ts, and the flux from the spotted
surface of area γ4piR2 and temperature Tsp; giving a combined V -
band bolometric correction of;
BCV,star = 2.5 log
(
1− γ
1− β
10
BCV,Ts
2.5 +
γ(
Tsp
Ts
)4
1− β
10
BCV,Tsp
2.5
)
,
(B2)
where BCV,T is the bolometric correction at temperature T given
by the BHAC15 model at the appropriate stellar age. A similar ex-
pression is used to evaluate the I- and K-band bolometric correc-
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Figure A1. The absolute magnitude versus intrinsic V − K diagram and lithium depletion pattern in the Gamma Vel cluster (same data and symbol colour
meaning as for Fig. 1) compared with isochrones calculated using the V −K (2MASS) colour and reddening E(V −K) = 0.113. Plots (a) and (b) are similar
to Fig. 1. Black solid lines and black short-dashed lines are BHAC15 and Dartmouth isochrones respectively at 7.5, 14 and 30 Myr. Plots (c) and (d) show 18
and 21 Myr BHAC15 and Dartmouth isochrones (solid and dotted) modified for 10 per cent radius inflation according to the polytropic model described in
Section 3, assuming a uniform surface temperature. The blue dashed lines show the same isochrones for the magnetic Dartmouth model.
tions in order to determine the V − I or V − K colours of the
spotted star.
EWLi is also calculated from the curves of growth discussed
in Section 2, assuming that both spotted and unspotted areas have
the same Li abundance, and that the EWLi contribution, corre-
sponding to the assumed temperatures of the spotted and unspot-
ted regions, is weighted as γT 4sp and (1− γ)T 4s respectively. This
in turn assumes that the continuum flux at 6708A˚ scales roughly
as the bolometric flux. The exact weighting makes little difference
since the EWLi vs T relation for a given abundance is quite flat.
This paper has been typeset from a TEX/ LaTEX file prepared by the
author.
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